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the following information will make it easier for you and your guests to find accommodation when 

attending an event at Doltone House. if you have guests who are traveling from interstate, or who want to 

make a night of it, the following hotels offer a discounted rate for Doltone House guests.

the following pages contain descriptions of each hotel as well as contact details for reservations.

When making a booking, simply quote the code below for each hotel to receive the special discounted rate.

Introduction

The Darling
Pyrmont

 

Ph: 1800 800 830 

The Star 
Astral Tower

Pyrmont 
 
 

Ph: 1800 700 700
 

Novotel and Ibis  
Darling Harbour Hotels
Darling Harbour, Sydney

 
 

Ph: 02 9288 7135

Quote: Doltone House when booking to receive a corporate discount off the best available rate.
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Accomodation Information
The Star
AccommoDATIoN
p (02) 9777 9000 

e kathryn.fleming@echoent.com.au

w www.star.com.au

Quote ‘Doltone House’ for 10% off Sunday – Friday and 5% off Saturday’s.

For bookings of 10 or more rooms, please contact Kathryn Fleming

the Star does everything they can to provide their guests with 
luxury and convenience, with a range of facilities to satisfy your  
every requirement. their facilities are planned to suit both business 
and leisure guests and the Star’s professional staff are ready to help 
you in any way they can.

Health club

if you wish to work out during your stay at the Star, their recently 
renovated turbines Health club is a fully equipped gym with 
exceptional facilities. turbines is a health oasis located on level five 
of the Star.

Salon

revitalise your mind, body and spirit. Star Hair & Beauty have re-
opened the doors to their new and improved salon. a team of stylists 
are on hand to work with your individual style and create a look to 
compliment every occasion.

Restaurants & Bars

experience all of the Star’s 20 new restaurants, hotels, bars and 
cafes, retail collection, and nightclub with panoramic views. enjoy 
fine cuisine at Momofuku Selöbo, Balla, BlacK by ezard, Sokyo, or 
golden century. For a more casual fare, try Bistro 80, Fat noodle, 
lotus Pond, Fuel, garden Buffet, the Food Quarter or the cafe court. 

entertainment & Gaming

the Star’s luxuriously appointed casino floor, offers everything you 
would expect from a world class entertainment venue. Whatever your 
flavour of fun there is a game for you. Start the night or finish the night 
- the choice is yours. enjoy great service and luxurious surroundings 
with a choice of award winning nightlife options just steps away. 
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Accomodation Information

The Darling

AccommoDATIoN
p (02) 9777 9000 

e kathryn.fleming@echoent.com.au

w www.star.com.au

Quote ‘Doltone House’ for  

10% off Sunday – Friday and 5% off Saturday’s.

For bookings of 10 or more rooms, please contact Kathryn Fleming

the Darling, Sydney’s most lovingly detailed hotel a vision 
of perfection. From the 400 thread egyptian cotton sheets and 
hand picked pillow menu, to the textured wallpapers, bespoke 
furniture and million dollar views of Sydney.

a stay at the Darling isn’t complete without a visit to the spa, 
our luxury day spa for all your heavenly needs. Wind-down to 
a cocktail by the white tea and eucalyptus-scented pool, before 
an evening at Sokyo Japanese restaurant.

171 rooms and views from the Sydney Harbour Bridge to the 
Blue Mountains, Sydney’s most lovingly detailed hotel is now 
open at the Star. 

Astral Tower

AccommoDATIoN
p (02) 9777 9000 

e kathryn.fleming@echoent.com.au

w www.star.com.au

Quote ‘Doltone House’ for  

10% off Sunday – Friday and 5% off Saturday’s.

For bookings of 10 or more rooms, please contact Kathryn Fleming

Whether you’re after the best, something simple, or anywhere 
in between, astral tower has a room for every kind of stay.

all have panoramic views and your choice of either a king bed 
or two double beds. Featuring marble bathrooms and all the 
modern comforts luxury accommodation has to offer.

astral tower offers the Deluxe Pyrmont, the Deluxe city, and  
the Deluxe Harbour view. or enjoy one of their luxury  
suites or penthouses.

the maximum number of visitors to a hotel room is two. 


